Fashionline is the brand of an Australia-wide association of blind makers
who provide window furnishing solutions with the latest designs, colours
and technology at affordable prices.
Your local Fashionline dealer brings to your home unique window
furnishing concepts created by the combined resources of the largest
independent blind manufacturing co-operative in Australia.

P A N E L
GLIDES

UNIQUE DESIGN

INNOVATIVE

MODERN

The Fashionline Panel Glide system is a contemporary method of
providing privacy and Sun protection, a versatile blind product designed
to easily control light and glare in your home of office. Panel Glides are
a modern, innovative option for large windows, sliding doors and bi-fold
doors, using wide fabric panels to suit a minimalist decorating style. They
combine well with Roman Blinds and can be easily operated and moved
out of the way for access areas.”

Call your Fashionline consultant today
to discuss the complete range of options
available with this sophisticated looking
blind including the extensive selection
of fabrics, available in Plain, Roman and
Jamaican panelled styles. The Jamaican
look features streamlined wooden battens
on the front and rear of the fabric offering
a very unique design look for today’s living.
You’ll be surprised at the range of colours,
pattern prints and textures along with
the choice of block-out, translucent and
sunscreen fabrics.

Panel Glide fabric panels can be easily and quickly updated whenever
fashions or individual tastes change, or if damage occurs. This also
allows for panel colours to be updated whenever fashions or individual
tastes change. These easy to use systems are created from flat fabric
panels attached to a trouble-free head rail system using roller-mounted
carriers that result in a light weight and easy operation. The fabric panels
can then be drawn sideways, to either side, or to a centre stack, using
either a cord or wand operating system.

COMPLETING THE VISION

